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ABSTRACT

the magnet pole shields,
magnet louvers,ion dump, beam
collimators,
and calorimeter.Data was also taken at gas
flowratesvaryingfrom 0 to 25 torr-¢/sec
intotheneutralizer
celland iscompared with the magnet regiongas injection
data obtained. Resultsshow that both collisional
effects
and space charge blow-up play a role in magnet region
component heatingand thatneutralizer
gasflow sufficiently
reducescomponent heatingwithout incurringunacceptable
power lossesthrough collisional
effects.

The regionbetween thepole facesof the DIII-D neutralbeamline residualion bending magnets is an area of
transienthigh gas pressurewhich may cause beam defocusingand increasedheating of beamline internalcomponents due to colUsionaleffects.An investigation
of these
effects
helps in understandingresidualion trajectories
and
in providinginformationfor studying the beamline capability
for operationwith increasedpulse duration.ExamINTRODUCTION
inationof collisional
effects,
and of the possibleexistence
Each of the fourDIII-D neutralbemnlines contains
of space charge blow-up,was carriedout by injecting
deutwo
ion
sourcesalong with separateinternalcomponents
terium gas intothe region between the magnet pole faces
with ratesvaryingfrom 0 to 18 torr-t/sec.
Thermocouple
for each beam path [1].These components axe the neuand wateR-flow
calorimetrydata were taken to measure the
tralizer
cell,
ion bending magnet, ion dump, beam dump,
beamline component heatingand beam power depositionon
andbeamcollimators
(Fig.
1).Itisobserved
thatcertain
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components have more beam power deposited on them
than would be expected for a nonexpanding
beam or a
beam propagating in a vacuum. For instance, with no
neutralizer gas flow it is observed that approximately
10% of the power extracted from an ion source is deposited on the bending magnet pole shields. In order to
examine the effect of gas between the bending magnet

CAMAC digital voltmeter which is, in turn, read
by a computer. Integrating the component temperature
change waveform over time and multiplying by suitable
constants yields the beam power deposited on the beamline component.

pole faces, the capability to feed gas at various rates into
that region was added to one beamline. With the existing
ability to vary the neutralizer gas flow rate, two sets of
data were taken with the following goals: (i) quantify
the effects of neutralizer gas flow on component heating,
(2)quantifytheeffects
ofvarying
amounts ofgasbetween
themagnet poles,
and (3)lookfortheexistence
of space
chargeblow-upin thebendingmagnet region.

This experiment was performed with the following
deuterium beam parameters:
beam energy - 75 keV,
beam perveance : 2.98 pp (the units of perveance axe
ampere per voltt'5), beam pulse length -- 1.00 sec, source
gas flow rate = 20 torr-_/sec. The beam power extracted
from theionsource(beam currenttimesaccelerator
voltage)iscalledextracted
beam power in thispaper.

Beam Parameters

NEUTRALIZER GAS FLOW SCAN

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Effect on Neutralization

EI_ciency

Neutralizer Gas System
Deuterium gas is fed into the beamline neutralizer
cell by an active feedback mass-flow controller which receives gas from the same reservoir as that used for ion
source fueling. The flow rate and duration are programably controlled at the neutral beam control console where
a digitized gas flow waveform may be displayed once a
beam pulse is complete. During neutral beam operations

To achieve maximum neutral beam power and to
reduce the heat loading on some beamline components,
caused by excessive residual ions (ions which were not
neutralized in the neutralizer), additional gas is fed into
the neutralizer [3]. The measured neutralization efficiency at 75 keV (deuterium beam) without neutralizer
gas flow was 54.2%, Fig. 2, and increased to 68.3% for a
neutralizer gas flow rate of 25 torr-£/sec.

the gas flow rate is normally set to 10 torr-£/sec and
precedes beam extraction by several seconds to allow the
gas flow to stabilize,

At the normally used neutralizer gas flow rate of
10 torr-£/sec neutral beam power to the calorimeter increased by 13°£ as compared with no neutralizer gas
flow. The rate of 10 torr-£/sec is chosen because scattering causes the neutral beam power deposited on the
calorimeter to be essentially constant at gas flow rates
greater than about 15 torr-t/sec, Fig. 2, while neutralizer
heating, collimator heating, and induced gradient grid
current, all continue to increase linearly with increasing
neutralizer gas flow rate. At 10 torr-_/sec the neutral
beam power deposited on the calorimeter is within 3%
of the maximum value. With adequate gas flow in the
neutralizer, the measured neutralization
efficiency approaches the values calculated from a model by Kim and
Haselton [4]. This is shown in Fig. 2. The theoretical

Magnet Pole Region Gas System
To accommodate this experiment a new gas line was
installed in one of the beamlines allowing gas to be fed
into the region between the bending magnet pole faces,
Fig. 1. Flow through this line is regulated by a massflow controller identical to the one used to control gas
flow into the neutralizer.
As with the neutralizer gas
system, flow rate and duration are programmed at the
neutral beam control console,
Thermocouple

System

Thermocouples are used extensively to monitor the
temperatureriseof beamlinecomponents.The thermocouple data acquisition
system recordstwo valuesfor
each thermocouple.The first
valueisa "baseline"
read-
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ing just before a shot is fired. At a predetermined time
after a shot has completed, typically 3.5 sec, a second
reading is taken and compared to the first. The difference
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=
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between these two readings is the temperature rise of the
beamlinecomponent and iscalledAT in thispaper.

:__ 60 /_
_ 55 / _

Waterflow

Calorimetry

System

The Waterfiow Calorimetry System [2] consists of
differential thermocouple transducers which produce a
voltageproportional
to the difference
in themonitored
beamlinecomponent inletand outletcooling
water ternperatures. These voltages are read once a second by a
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FIG. 2. Measured neutralization
efficiency
and calorimeterpower as a functionof neutralizer
gas flow
rate.

values for the neutralization emciency of a 75 keV beam
with a measured beam species mix of 77.5 : 12.1 : 10.3

_ T 1.4

(% full : % half : % third energy) into gas targets with
line densities of 1.00 x 1016 and 2.00 x 10 m particle/cm 2
were obtained from this model.
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bending magnet is energized,
ions are deflected by 180 degrees into the ion dump. Due
to the geometry of the ion removal system the residual ion
When

the

ion

residual

beam is focused in one axis, at 90 degrees of deflection,
causing a hot spot in the middle of the bending magnet
pole shield. The bending magnet pole shield AT measurements are made using a thermocouple which reads
at this location,
The plots of normalized power, Fig. 3, and normalized thermocouple AT, Fig. 4, show the neutral beam
power to the calorimeter rising asymptotically
to a liraiting value (following the increase in neutralization
efficiency) as the neutralizer gas flow rate is increased.
Power to the bending magnet pole shield, magnet louvers, and ion return collimator, follows the decrease in
residual ions (going as the inverse of the neutralization
efficiency curve). The heating of the neutralizer cell and
magnet entrance collimator increases linearly with increasing neutralizer gas flow rate irrespective of the
asymptotic approach of the neutralization efficiency to
1.6
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FIG. 4. Normalized temperature
change for three
beandine components versus neutralizer gas flow rate.
The plots are normalized to their values with no neutralizer gas flow, and the numbers in parentheses are
the component temperature increases with no neutralizer gas flow.
a constant value. This is attributed to increasing ionization in the neutralizer cell and the scattering of energetic
beam particles.
An unusual result is that the fraction ofbeam power
to the ion dump remained approximately constant instead of being inversely proportional to the neutralizer
gas flow rate. Since the total beam power accountability
is not changing (as measured by waterflow calorimetry),
this indicates that residual ions are being lost to the magnet pole shield, louvers, and ion return collimator when
little or no neutralizer gas is being used, possibly due to
space charge blow-up in the bending magnet region. The

up.
MAGNET REGION GASFLOW SCAN
E/rect on NeutraJ/zation E/_cieno"
In performing
25

the magnet region gas flow scan, the

neutralizer gas was valved out and gas was then fed into
the region between the bending magnet pole faces with
flow rates varying from 0 to 18 torr-t/sec. Magnet region
gas flow at the rates indicated had no effect on the fraction of neutral beam power deposited on the calorimeter,
Fig. 5.
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density decrease of the residual ion beam with neutralizer
gas flow and/or the presence ofneutral gas in the bending
magnet region may be mitigating the space charge blow-
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FIG. 3. Normalized power to six beamline components versus neutralizer gas flow rate. The plots are
normalized to their values with no neutralizer gas
flow, and the numbers in parentheses are the percent
of extracted beam power deposited on the components with no neutralizer gas flow.

mocouple AT's, Fig. 6, show that the power deposited
on the magnet pole shield and louvers increases as the
magnet region gas flow rate is increased from 0 to about
5 torr-t/sec.
The louver heating indicates that some
residual ions are being neutralized in the bending magnet
region and striking components in the bending plane.
Residual ion beam scattering off of the gas to the magnet pole shield and louvers is also occurring.
Above
5 torr-_/sec

more power is being deposited

on the ion
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dump, while power to the ion return collimator
continues to decrease
and power to the pole shield begins
decreasing
(even though scattering
to the magnet region
components
is still taking place).
Since the power deposited
on calorimeter
and magnet entrance conimator
remained constant,
this confirms that space charge blowup is present in the bending
magnet
region (with no
neutralizer
gas flow) and is being reduced (as indicated
by the increase of number of ions deposited
on the ion
dump)
when the magnet
region gas flow rate exceeds

temperature
versus magnet change
regionfor
gas three
flow

rate. The plots are normalized
to their values with no
magnet
region gas flow, and the numbers
in parentheses are component
temperature
changes with no
magnet region gas flow.
A neutralizer
gas flow of 10 torr-£/sec increased
the neutralization
emciency
from 54.2% to 63.5% and
increased the neutral beam power to the calorimeter
by
13%. This resulted in a 40% decrease in the residual ion
beam power deposited
on the magnet pole shield, and a
25% decrease in the residual ion beam power deposited
on the ion return collimator.
I_ecting
gas into the
magnet
region confirmed the presence of space charge
blow-up by shifting residual ion beam power from the
magnet pole shield and ion return collimator
to the ion
dump.
It also increased
the heating
of some magnet
region components
due to residual ion beam scattering
and neutralization.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of neutralizer gas provides substantial
beneflts not only in increasing
neutral
beam power but in
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